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Aggregate Treatments Complicate the
Interpretation of Subgroup Effects

Suppose there are two versions of a treatment, Effective and Ineffective ,
which are equally effective or ineffective for everyone.

Suppose these are distributed unequally across subgroups.
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If we collapse Effective and Ineffective to Aggregate , it would appear that
Aggregate is more effective for those who are advantaged.

This example highlights a difference between two forms of heterogeneity:

Treatment heterogeneity
Some subgroups receive different treatments

Effect heterogeneity
Some subgroups respond differently to a given version of a treatment

To distinguish these two requires disaggregating treatments.

Formalizing the Problem

Suppose we collapse a detailed treatment D to an aggregate A for analysis

Ai = C(Di)
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where C is a
many-to-one map

Denote potential outcomes {Yi(d)}.
Denote the population-average potential outcome in subgroup x by

Y~x(d) =
∑
i: ~Xi=~x

Yi(d)

For the aggregate treatment A, define an aggregate potential outcome:

Ȳ~x(a) ≡
∑

d P(D = d | A = a, ~X = ~x)︸ ︷︷ ︸Y~x(d)︸ ︷︷ ︸
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Instead of detailed effects τ~x(d
′, d) = Y~x(d

′) − Y~x(d), a researcher who
collapses studies aggregate effects τ̄~x(a

′, a) = Ȳ~x(a
′)− Ȳ~x(a).

Heterogeneous aggregate effects (τ̄~x(a
′, a) a function of ~x) can arise from

treatment heterogeneity, effect heterogeneity, or some combination.
(see also Hernán and Vanderweele 2011)

Distinguishing Effect Heterogeneity
from Treatment Heterogeneity

We can empirically distinguish treatment and effect heterogeneity if

1) Detailed versions Di are observed

2) We believe ignorability of detailed versions: {Y (d)}⊥⊥D | X
3) Data are plentiful

I focus on (3): small cell sizes are the major barrier to estimation of detailed
treatment effects.
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Assuming for simplicity
a single version

of being untreated.
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Substantive benefits:

•Predict the detailed potential outcome for any specific version at any set

of covariates: Ŷ~x(d) = ~xT ~̂βd.

•Predict detailed treatment effects: τ̂~x(d
′, d) = ~xT ~̂βd′ − ~xT ~̂βd

•Decompose effect heterogeneity and treatment heterogeneity by
aggregating detailed effects over any distribution of treatment versions.

Statistical benefits:

•Converges toward true effects of detailed treatments as within-version
sample size grows to overwhelm prior.

•Bias induced for cross-aggregate comparisons is minimal because priors are
completely separate for distinct aggregate groups.

•Nests current practice: full pooling within aggregate groups.

Potential extension: Gaussian Markov random fields allow for representing
more complex dependencies (Rue and Held 2005).
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Is the Effect of College on Income
Greater for First-Generation Students?

Motivation: College reduces income inequality if it improves income most
for those who would otherwise have low incomes. College may be more
effective for first-generation students, whose parents did not attend college.

•College enrollment A is an aggregate treatment

•Detailed types of college D are unequally distributed
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Data: National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997. I restrict to the cross-sectional subsample for which each U.S. civilian

ages 12–17 in 1997 had an equal probability of selection. Respondents were followed over time. To simplify the poster, I

exclude rare college types (Analytic N = 5, 507 out of 6, 748 sampled).

Detailed treatments have different effects.
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Controls: High school GPA, test score, race, gender, family background variables
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College may appear to be less beneficial∗

for first-generation students,

←∗Note: Difference is uncertain.

This is a proof of concept.

but this arises from
treatment
heterogeneity:
the first-generation
disadvantage
disappears if given the
treatment distribution
of other
students.
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